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Abstract
Objectives—Assessment of the numbers
and spatial distribution of cells producing
interleukin 1á (IL1á), interleukin 1â
(IL1â), tumour necrosis factor á (TNFá),
and interleukin 6 (IL6) in the synovial
membranes of patients with rheumatoid
arthritis (RA).
Methods—Synovial tissue specimens from
40 patients with RA and eight patients
with non-rheumatic disease were obtained by arthroscopy guided biopsy techniques or during joint surgery. A modified
immunohistochemical method detecting
cytokine producing rather than cytokine
binding cells was applied to determine
cytokine synthesis in fixed cryopreserved
sections. Computerised image analysis
methods provided comparative quantitative assessments.
Results—A wide variation between subjects was recorded for both quantities and
profiles of expressed cytokines, despite
similar macroscopic and histopathological features of inflammation. IL1á and
IL1â were the most abundant monokines
identified, though produced at diVerent
sites. IL1á was predominantly seen in vascular endothelial cells, whereas IL1â
staining was mainly shown in macrophages and fibroblasts. Concordant results for the detection of TNFá at protein
and mRNA levels were obtained with an
unexpectedly low number of TNFá producing cells compared with IL1 expressing
cells in many patients with RA. Specimens
acquired arthroscopically from areas with
maximum signs of macroscopic inflammation showed an increased number of
TNFá producing cells in pannus tissue
compared with that occurring in synovial
villi of a given joint. This clustered distribution was not found for cells expressing
any of the other studied cytokines.
Conclusion—The recorded heterogeneous
profile of proinflammatory cytokine synthesis in the synovial membrane among
patients with RA may provide a clue for an
understanding of the wide variation in
responsiveness to diVerent modes of
antirheumatic treatment between patients.
(Ann Rheum Dis 2000;59:439–447)

Cytokines, locally produced in the synovial
membrane of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), play an important part in regulating
the chronic joint inflammation which may lead
to serious tissue damage, such as cartilage degradation, bone resorption, and fibrosis. An
excessive extracellular presence of the proinflammatory cytokines interleukin 1 (IL1),
tumour necrosis factor á (TNFá), and interleukin 6 (IL6), in particular, has been identified and intra-articular as well as systemic levels of these cytokines may to some extent
reflect disease activity.1–5 The paracrine or
autocrine mode of action of most cytokines
complicates the interpretation of studies of
body fluids for reliable assessment of cytokine
production. Furthermore, all assays designed
to quantify extracellular levels of cytokines will
measure the net outcome of secretion, absorption to numerous cellular and soluble cytokine
receptors, and degradation by proteases
present at inflammatory sites. Techniques
based on immunohistochemistry have thus also
been widely used to study the expression of
cytokines within the synovial tissue in attempts
to determine true local production.6–16 However, most previous studies based on immunohistochemical staining of intra-articular cytokine production in RA have been performed on
acetone fixed tissue, a procedure which does
not readily allow subsequent discrimination of
cytokine producing cells and cytokine binding
cells. Antigens present on cell surface membranes and extracellularly in the tissue specimens are generally accurately shown after
acetone fixation, while the intracellular morphology is poorly preserved.
A primary reason for performing the descriptive work outlined in this report was to
improve quantitative immunohistochemical
methods to measure numbers of cytokine producing cells in rheumatoid synovitis. The generation of such technology could provide useful tools to monitor sequential changes in
relation to therapeutic intervention. A modified immunohistochemical method, based
on commercially available cytokine-specific
monoclonal antibodies, has been applied to
identify cytokine producing cells rather than
cytokine binding cells.17–19 The use of carefully
selected neutralising detecting antibodies
against the studied cytokines prevented recognition of surface stained target cells that had
bound secreted cytokines by cytokine receptors. A computer aided image analysis method,
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Patients and methods
PATIENT GROUP

Forty patients with RA, as defined by the
American College of Rheumatology criteria,22
were recruited from outpatient clinics from the
rheumatology and orthopaedic services of the
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, University
Hospital, Uppsala and the University Hospital,
Malmö. Biopsy specimens were obtained by
arthroscopy guided techniques in 20 patients
with RA and during orthopaedic surgery in the
other 20 patients. All 20 patients studied by
arthroscopy had active arthritis (joint pain,
swelling, and decreased range of motion) at the
time of tissue sampling; 15 of the arthroscopy
patients had disease duration <18 months and
were described as having early RA. The 20
patients treated with arthroplastic or arthrodesis surgery had end stage destructive arthritis after advanced disease duration. Eight
patients without inflammatory joint disease
who underwent arthrodesis surgery because of
hallux valgus displacement served as controls.
Table 1 presents characteristics of the studied
patients. All patients gave their informed
consent and approval was granted by the ethical committees at the University of Malmö,
University of Uppsala, and at the Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm.
TISSUE PREPARATION AND
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STAINING

All biopsy specimens obtained at arthroscopy
from 19 knee joints and one elbow joint were
sampled from synovial tissue areas that showed
maximum macroscopic signs of inflammation,
scored as previously described.23 Whenever
possible, specimens were taken both from
synovitis occurring in close proximity to the
articular cartilage and from synovial villous
formations distant from the cartilage. Pannus
tissue and articular cartilage specimens were
also acquired at surgical resection of synovial
tissue at arthroplastic correction of hip or knee
joints or at arthrodesis immobilisation of first
metatarsophalangeal joints. One biopsy specimen from each patient was analysed, and when
both villous and pannus were taken two specimens were analysed. Specimens obtained from
arthroscopic and from orthopaedic surgery
were snap frozen in liquid isopentane and
embedded in OCT compound (Tissue-Tek,
Mites Elkhart, IN). All tissues were kept at
−70°C until sectioned. Cryostat sections (6–8
µm, cryostat setting 7 µm) were mounted on
gelatin coated glass slides (Novakemi, Stockholm, Sweden) and left to air dry for up to 30

Table 1
Patient
number

Patient characteristics
Sex

Age

Site*

Duration
of RA

Treatment*

A Patients with RA providing synovial biopsy specimens at
arthroscopy
RA-1
F
55
Elbow 8 mo
NSAID
RA-2
M
30
Knee
9 mo
NSAID
RA-3
M
25
Knee
4 mo
NSAID
RA-4
F
76
Knee
8 mo
NSAID, AUR
RA-5
F
56
Knee
9 mo
NSAID
RA-6
F
44
Knee
5 mo
NSAID
RA-7
F
46
Knee
8 mo
NSAID
RA-8
M
22
Knee
1 mo
NSAID
RA-9
M
55
Knee
4 mo
NSAID
RA-10 M
80
Knee
1 mo
NSAID, SSA
RA-11 F
54
Knee
2 mo
NSAID
RA-12 F
42
Knee
1y
AUR
RA-13 F
47
Knee
5 mo
NSAID
RA-14 F
47
Knee
1.5 y
NSAID, SSA
RA-15 F
52
Knee
1.5 y
Pred
RA-16 F
48
Knee
27 y
NSAID, Pred
RA-17 F
34
Knee
8y
MTX
RA-18 F
45
Knee
6y
MTX
RA-19 F
27
Knee
6y
MTX
RA-20 M
48
Knee
29 y
SSA
B Patients with RA providing synovial specimens at surgery
RA-21 M
66
MTP1 46 y
NSAID, CsA
RA-22 F
69
MTP1 10 y
MTX
RA-23 F
43
MTP1 8 y
None
RA-24 F
71
MTP1 28 y
NSAID, Pred,
MTX
RA-25 F
58
MTP1 37 y
NSAID
RA-26 F
51
MTP1 13 y
NSAID, Pred,
MTX
RA-27 F
62
MTP1 12 y
NSAID, AMA
RA-28 F
79
MTP1 17 y
NSAID, Pred
RA-29 F
69
MTP1 37 y
NSAID,
RA-30 F
42
MTP1 12 y
CsA, Pred
RA-31 F
72
Knee
32 y
NSAID, Pred
RA-32 F
37
MTP1 15 y
NSAID
RA-33 F
45
Hip
11 y
NSAID
RA-34 F
84
Hip
22 y
NSAID, Pred
RA-35 F
54
Hip
26 y
NSAID
RA-36 F
66
Hip
17 y
None
RA-37 F
86
Knee
30 y
None
RA-38 F
57
Knee
23 y
NSAID
RA-39 F
57
Knee
23 y
NSAID
RA-40 F
49
Hip
23 y
NSAID
C Controls with hallux valgus
HV-41 M
77
MTP1
HV-42 F
55
MTP1
HV-43 M
82
MTP1
HV-44 F
54
MTP1
HV-45 F
49
MTP1
HV-46 F
22
MTP1
HV-47 F
76
MTP1
HV-48 F
53
MTP1

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

NSAID = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; AUR =
auranofin; SSA = sulfasalazine; Pred = prednisone 5 mg; MTX
= methotrexate; CsA = cyclosporin A; AMA = antimalarial
drug; MTP1 - first metatarsophalangeal joint.

minutes. Sections to be stained were initially
fixed for 20 minutes with 2% (v/v) formaldehyde (Sigma Chemicals, St Louis, MO)
dissolved in phosphate buVered saline pH 7.4
at 4°C and were then left to dry before storage
at −70°C.
We have previously shown that formaldehyde fixed sections, stained in the presence of
saponin as a detergent to permeabilise cell
membranes, preserve the morphology of intracellularly accumulated cytokines in a unique
way.17–20 The use of neutralising cytokinespecific monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) as
detecting reagents is of key importance for the
assay. Neutralising antibodies recognise
epitopes of cytokine molecules that will be
unavailable for recognition when bound to
cytokine-specific receptors of target cells. Our
immunostaining will thus avoid a recognition
of cytokine binding cells, but will readily
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also developed by us,20 21 has been used to
quantify the production of IL1á, IL1â, TNFá,
and IL6 in rheumatoid synovial membranes.
Biopsy specimens taken at diVerent stages of
RA have been sampled to enable a comparison
of results scored by this technique with those of
previously published findings in early and late
RA. Synovial tissue acquired during orthopaedic surgery or biopsy specimens obtained at
arthroscopy from diVerent parts of a given joint
have been used to identify sites of maximum
cytokine synthesis.
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IN SITU HYBRIDISATION

The following cytokine-specific mAbs were
used for immunostaining: a mixture of three
anti-IL1á mAbs (all mouse IgG1) (1277–89–7,
1277–82–29, 1279–143–4 from Immunokontakt, Bioggo, Switzerland) detecting diVerent
IL1á epitopes were combined to analyse IL1á;
two anti-IL1â mAbs (mouse IgG1) were combined (2-D-8 and 1437–96–15 from Immunokontakt, Bioggo, Switzerland); TNFá was
detected by pooling two anti-TNFá mAbs
(both mouse IgG1, mAb 1 and mAb 11 from
PharMingen, San Diego, CA); IL6 staining was
performed using one anti-IL6 mAb (rat IgG2a,
MQ2–6A3 from PharMingen, San Diego, CA),
anti-CD3 mAb (mouse IgG1 from BectonDickinson, Mountain View, CA), and antiCD68 (mouse IgG1, Dakopatts, Glostrup,
Denmark).

The in situ hybridisation experiments to
demonstrate cells expressing TNFá mRNA
were performed according to a previous report
by us.26 A mixture of four diVerent oligonucleotide probes was pooled to increase the
sensitivity of the detection method. The oligonucleotide sequences were obtained from GenBanks, and TNFá probes of 48 base pairs were
designed using Mac Vector software (IBI). Oligonucleotide probes for TNFá were labelled
with
deoxyadenosine-5'-á-thiotriphosphate
([35S]ATP; New England Nuclear, USA) and
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (Amersham, Little Chalfont, UK). Cells expressing at
least seven clustered grains were coded positive.
Positive and negative control slides were also
generated using fixed human mononuclear
peripheral blood cells that had been cultured
for one to three hours with 1 µg/ml of lipopolysaccharide (LPS from E coli serotype
0128:B12, Sigma Chemical Co, St Louis, MO)
or without any exogenous stimulus. Mononuclear cells from five diVerent healthy blood
donors were cultured and subsequently stained
in parallel for the presence of intracellular
TNFá protein and TNFá mRNA. Staining
experiments with the mononuclear cells were
performed at the same time as the experiments
with rheumatoid synovial tissue specimens.

CONFIRMATION OF CYTOKINE

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

IMMUNOREACTIVITY

The data were analysed with the Statview SE
statistical software. Comparisons of the expression of individual cytokines in paired pannus
and villous tissue of a given joint were made
using Wilcoxon sign rank test for matched
pairs. Comparisons of the production of
individual cytokines in arthroscopically obtained biopsy specimens from patients with
early RA (disease duration up to 18 months)
compared with late disease (duration 6–29
years) were made using the Mann-Whitney two
sample test.

ANTIBODIES

Recombinant cytokines were used to block
cytokine staining in order to test the specificity.
The appropriate cytokine was added in excess
at a concentration of 20–50 µg/ml to its corresponding cytokine-specific antibody (2–5 µg/
ml) at 4°C overnight. Staining with the
complex was performed as previously described and compared with results obtained by
combining anticytokine mAbs preincubated
with other cytokines as a control. The following
cytokines were used in these specificity tests:
recombinant IL1á, IL1â, IL6 (Genzyme Corp,
Boston, MA), and rTNFá (Bayer Inc, Hannover, Germany).

Results
CYTOKINE PRODUCTION IN PATIENTS WITH
EARLY RA

MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS AND COMPUTER AIDED
IMAGE ANALYSIS

Cytokine stainings and cellular phenotypic
characterisation were examined with a Polyvar
II microscope (Reichert-Jung, Vienna, Austria). Tissue sections acquired by arthroscopy
could be microscopically evaluated using computerised image analysis methods as previously
described.25 A reading of an entire tissue
section typically required 50–200 microscope
fields using a magnification power of ×250.
Tissue sections that were sampled during
orthopaedic surgery contained pannus tissue,
cartilage, and bone. However, the design of our
computer program did not manage quantitative measurements in sections including bone
or cartilage tissue, and we thus quantified the
results of these specimens by conventional
microscopy. The following scores were used: +
= 0–10 positive cells; ++ = 11–100 positive
cells, and +++ = >100 positive cells in the
entire section specimen.

Immunohistochemical cytokine staining was
performed in biopsy specimens acquired by
arthroscopy in 15 patients with early RA
disease. These specimens were sampled in all
patients from synovial villous formations distant from the intra-articular cartilage, and all
biopsy tissue expressed maximum macroscopic
inflammatory signs (table 2). Arthroscopic
inspection showed synovitis proliferating directly on the surface of the intra-articular cartilage in nine out of the 15 studied patients, and
biopsy specimens were in addition sampled
from these areas (table 2). A distinct intracellular staining signal in individual cells expressing
positive immunoreactivity with the diVerent
cytokine-specific antibodies was evident in the
studied samples (fig 1). Furthermore, an extracellular immunoreactivity of IL1á, IL1â, and
TNFá, but not IL6, could often be distinctly
seen around producer cells expressing strong
intracellular immunostaining (fig 1C). This
extracellular staining presumably represented
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demonstrate intracellular and cell surface
expression of cytokines in producer cells. The
staining procedures have been published
previously.19
Phenotypic characterisation of cells present
in the synovial tissue specimens was performed
on separate frozen non-formaldehyde treated
slides that were fixed in acetone immediately
after removal from storage at −70°C in accordance with a previous report.24
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Patient
number

Biopsy site IL1á*

IL1â*

IL6*

TNFá*

Control

CD3

CD68

RA-1
RA-2
RA-3
RA-4
RA-5
RA-6
RA-7
RA-7
RA-8
RA-8
RA-9
RA-9
RA-10
RA-10
RA-11
RA-11
RA-12
RA-12
RA-13
RA-13
RA-14
RA-14
RA-15
RA-15

Villous
Villous
Villous
Villous
Villous
Villous
Villous
CPJ*
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ

<0.2
20.8
<0.2
8.9
11.8
<0.2
<0.2
58.6
31.0
21.0
10.5
8.0
20.5
10.7
<0.2
3.1
0.5
2.6
1.2
1.4
12.2
21.2
1.8
7.8

6.1
7.8
0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
2.0
1.1
0.2
0.6
0.2
<0.2
4.6
<0.2
4.6
<0.2
<0.2
0.7
6.3
<0.2
<0.2

<0.2
17.4
0.3
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
11.2
7.2
10.6
1.8
0.9
0.2
0.2
<0.2
8.3
0.7
5.7
0.7
0.7
0.4
11.7
8.5
11.4

0.3
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.2
0.6
0.2
1.5
0.2
<0.2
0.2
0.2
<0.2
0.6
<0.2
1.3
<0.2
<0.2
0.2
1.8
<0.2
<0.2

19.4
20.7
3.1
6.9
8.8
3.2
12.7
2.7
6.6
5.9
5.3
1.5
16.8
6.8
0.5
1.4
3.5
1.7
2.0
3.3
ND
4.1
5.3
5.0

ND
15.4
6.8
17.0
12.7
11.1
8.5
4.8
11.3
13.4
22.6
22.5
22.2
16.1
6.9
13.0
18.1
22.1
29.8
27.5
ND
12.4
31.9
29.3

4.4
46.4
31.8
4.8
5.6
<0.2
6.2
3.6
1.3
2.7
5.3
3.2
11.2
8.8
4.5
25.8
15.5
33.1
18.9
12.7
0.7
1.4
15.8
42.2

*IL1á = interleukin 1á; IL1â = interleukin 1â; IL6 = interleukin 6; TNFá = tumour necrosis factor á; CPJ = cartilage-pannus junction.
Cytokine data represent the area occupied by the staining for each cytokine expressed as percentage of the total section area. TNFá was significantly more expressed in pannus tissue than in villous formation of a given joint as judged by the Wilcoxon sign rank test for matched pairs
(p=0.02). No such corresponding diVerences could be shown for IL1á, IL1â, or IL6 (p>0.05).
The size of each tissue section ranged from 2 to 15 mm2.

secreted cytokines bound to the matrix tissue,
as the immunoreactivity could be totally
abolished by preincubation of the cytokine

detecting mAbs with the relevant corresponding cytokine before staining.
A pronounced variation in quantitative and
qualitative cytokine patterns in the synovial
specimens was found between individual patients with RA, which was the most striking
result of these studies (table 2). IL1á and IL1â
were the most abundantly and consistently
expressed of the four studied cytokines. IL1á
was detected in 14 of the 15 studied joints and
the area stained ranged from 0.7 to 46.4% of
the total studied tissue. IL1á was predominantly seen in vascular endothelial cells and
only to a minor extent in large irregularly
shaped cells of macrophage morphology (fig
1B). IL1â synthesis could be shown in 12 out
of 15 patients (range in tissue expression
1.4–58.6%). This cytokine mainly appeared in
macrophages but also in fibroblast-like cells
present at deeper parts of the synovial membrane (fig 1A). In contrast with IL1á, IL1â was
never detected in vascular endothelial cells.
Macrophages that stained positive for IL1â
were often surrounded by extracellular immunoreactivity, while there was a paucity of such
extracellular staining around the IL1â expressing cells of fibroblast appearance.
TNFá synthesis could only be shown in the
synovial tissue from nine of the 15 studied
patients and the detected areas with immunoreactivity (0.3–17.4%) were considerably
smaller than those for IL1. The TNFá staining
included an intracellular staining in scattered

Figure 1 Videoprint photographs illustrating brown (diaminobenzidine) immunoperoxidase staining for cytokine
producing cells in cryopreserved synovial membrane biopsy specimens obtained from patients with rheumatoid arthritis
(RA). The cells were counterstained with haematoxylin. (A) Interleukin 1â producing cells in pannus tissue penetrating
bone (dark blue staining) (original magnification ×200, bar represents 40 µm). (B) Interleukin 1á production occurring in
both vascular endothelial cells and individual macrophages (original magnification ×320, bar represents 32 µm). (C)
Tumour necrosis factor á (TNFá) producing cells in the sublining layer with additional extracellular TNFá staining
encompassing producer cells (original magnification ×400, bar represents 20 µm). (D) Interleukin 6 production was seen in
scattered cells with minimum additional extracellular staining (original magnification ×400, bar represents 20 µm).
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Table 2 Quantification of cytokine production in biopsy specimens obtained
arthroscopically from synovial villi of patients with rheumatoid arthritis with a disease
duration of up to 18 months
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Patient
number

Biopsy site IL1á*

IL1â*

IL6*

TNFá*

Control

CD3

CD68

RA-16
RA-16
RA-17
RA-17
RA-18
RA-18
RA-19
RA-19
RA-20
RA-20

Villous
CPJ*
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ
Villous
CPJ

<0.2
<0.2
1.6
0.8
0.8
1.2
<0.2
<0.2
13.6
9.2

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
0.3
<0.2
<0.2

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
7.6
0.9

<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
1.1
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2

ND
ND
13.0
6.6
2.0
0.7
8.2
5.3
12.2
1.2

ND
ND
10.7
6.7
1.4
0.9
15.4
12.3
28.6
16.3

<0.2
<0.2
4.1
6.7
6.4
0.7
3.4
0.1
2.1
1.3

*IL1á = interleukin 1á; IL1â = interleukin 1â; IL6 = interleukin 6; TNFá = tumour necrosis factor á; CPJ = cartilage-pannus junction.
Cytokine data represent the area occupied by the staining for each cytokine expressed as percentage of the total section area. The results do not indicate any statistically verified diVerences concerning the expression of the studied cytokines in pannus tissue versus villous formation in individual joints. The size of each tissue section ranged from 2 to 12 mm2.

macrophages as well as an extracellular
immunoreactivity encompassing these cells
(fig 1C). TNFá production was increased
locally in the pannus tissue specimens compared with paired villous formations in six of
the nine studied joints, which represents a statistically verified diVerence (p=0.02 with Wilcoxon rank test). No such consistent spatial
diVerences could be identified for IL1á, IL1â,
or IL6 syntheses. IL6 staining gave a strong
signal and was mainly evident intracellularly in
macrophage-like cells (fig 1D) and could be
shown in seven of the 15 patients with a range
of 0.6–7.8% of the total area.
The frequency of infiltrating T cells and
CD68 positive cells was recorded (table
2).There was no statistical correlation between
these numbers and the incidence of cells
producing the studied cytokines.
CYTOKINE FORMATION IN PATIENTS WITH
LATE RA

Similar studies to those described in the previous paragraph were also conducted by arthroscopy guided biopsy sampling from pannus and
villous tissue in active knee joint synovitis in
five patients with RA with a much longer
disease duration. The production of each of the

studied four cytokines was significantly reduced (p<0.05 with Wilcoxon rank test, no
significant diVerences with sign rank test) in
this group of patients with late RA (table 3)
compared with the patients with early RA
(table 2). No consistent diVerences for the local
production of any of the studied cytokines in
the pannus versus the villous tissue could be
shown in these samples from patients with late
RA.
CYTOKINE FORMATION AT LATE STAGES OF RA
AND IN CONTROL PATIENTS

Synovial tissue was sampled from destructive
end stage disease in 20 patients with RA
undergoing arthroplastic hip or knee joint
replacement surgery or arthrodesis surgery of
first metatarsophalangeal joints. The tissue
specimens thus enabled a study of variations
between subjects and profiles of cytokine
expression during late RA disease. These studies also made it possible to compare results
achieved with the presently employed methodology with those of previous immunhistochemical reports, generally based on staining of
synovial tissue obtained during orthopaedic
surgery. The synovial tissue was obtained during surgery in patients with late RA and
included large acellular areas of cartilage and
bone, which prevented scoring of the results by
the computer assisted image analysis system
owing to the design of the software program.
Quantitative data from this part of the study
were instead based on an enumeration of individual, immunostained cells or blood vessels
using conventional microscopy (table 4). This
approach provided readily interpretable data,
but did not allow a direct quantitative comparison with results obtained in the first part of this
study based on computerised image analysis.
IL1â was most abundantly expressed of the
four studied proinflammatory monokines and
could be detected in the synovitis of 17/19
patients with RA (table 4). Cells appearing
with macrophage as well as fibroblast morphology were positively stained for IL1â (fig 1A)
and the frequency of these cells represented

Table 4 Cytokine production in biopsy specimens from synovial tissue obtained at orthopaedic surgery from patients with
rheumatoid arthritis (RA21-40) with late disease (a mean duration of 22 years) or from control patients (HV41-48)
without rheumatic disease treated for hallux valgus displacement
Patient
number

IL1á*

IL1â*

IL6*

TNFá*

Control

Patient
number

IL1á

IL1â

IL6

TNFá

Control

RA-21
RA-22
RA-23
RA-24
RA-25
RA-26
RA-27
RA-28
RA-29
RA-30
RA-31
RA-32
RA-33
RA-34

+
+
+
+
0
+
++
++
++
++
++
+
ND*
0

+++
+++
+++
++
++
++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
ND
++

0
0
0
+
0
0
++
+
+
+
0
++
0
0

0
+
0
0
0
0
0
+
+
+
0
0
++
+

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

RA-35
RA-36
RA-37
RA-38
RA-39
RA-40
HV-41
HV-42
HV-43
HV-44
HV-45
HV-46
HV-47
HV-48

0
0
0
+
0
+
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

+++
0
0
+++
++
++
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
+

0
+
++
++
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
++
++
+
0
++
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

*IL1á = interleukin 1á; IL1â = interleukin 1â; IL6 = interleukin 6; TNFá = tumour necrosis factor á; ND = not done.
Consecutive tissue sections from synovial tissue samples from orthopaedic surgery were immunohistochemically stained for
cytokines and scored. IL1â, IL6, and TNFá expressing cells were quantified: + = 1–10 positive cells per section; ++ = 11–100 positive cells per section; +++ represents >100 positive cells per section. IL1á, a cytokine mainly expressed in the synovial tissue in vascular endothelial cells, was scored in a diVerent way: + = expressed in vascular endothelial cells in large vessels; ++ = in small and
large blood vessels; +++ = in small and large blood vessels plus macrophages. The size of each tissue section ranged from 20 to 90
mm2.
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Table 3 Comparison of cytokine production in biopsy specimens obtained arthroscopically
from synovitis in pannus tissue versus distal villous formation of the same joint. Five
patients with rheumatoid arthritis with a disease duration of 6–29 years were studied
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COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TNFá PRODUCTION
USING IMMUNOSTAINING AND IN SITU
HYBRIDISATION

IL6 and TNFá producing cells could only be
detected in the synovial specimens from 9/20
and 10/20 patients with RA, respectively. In
addition, the frequency of these cells was very
low, well below 1% of the total cells in the
synovial specimens. The unexpected paucity of
cells expressing TNFá protein was further
examined using in situ hybridisation on
consecutive tissue section specimens to quantify the number of synovial cells expressing
TNFá transcripts. Synovial tissue from nine
patients with RA was studied in three separate
experiments for the presence of cells expressing
TNFá mRNA, and the results confirmed those
obtained with immunohistochemical TNFá
protein staining (data not included). The
frequency of cells expressing TNFá mRNA in
the synovial tissue specimens was well below
1% of the total synovial cell population in all
experiments. The sensitivity of the TNFá in
situ hybridisation method and the immunostaining of TNFá protein was concomitantly
examined using harvested, fixed human blood
mononuclear cells that had been cocultured
with E coli derived LPS for one to three hours.
Experiments performed with cells from five
diVerent normal blood donors indicated an
excellent agreement of the results scored with
the two methods in the number of cells that
expressed TNFá mRNA (a mean of 54% and a
range of 42–57% of the monocyte population)
and TNFá protein (a mean of 46% and a range
of 34–55% of the monocyte population).
Discussion
We have studied the formation of four well
known proinflammatory cytokines in the synovial tissues of patients with early and late stage
RA using a modified immunohistochemical
method developed at our laboratory.17 19 27 28
The most important and, in part, new findings
we believe to have come out of these studies are
identification of (a) a pronounced interindi-

vidual diversity of patterns of cytokine production in synovial biopsy specimens displaying
similar histopathological features; (b) a quantitative dominance of synovial cells producing
IL1; and (c) an unexpected paucity of cells
synthesising TNFá and IL6.
A striking heterogeneity in the qualitative
and the quantitative pattern of the identified
synovial production of these studied cytokines
was seen in both early and late stages of RA
(tables 2–4). This information is not readily
disclosed in many published reports, which
present means and standard errors of pooled
patient data. However, the results concord with
those obtained when synovial membrane cytokine transcription was semiquantified using
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and liquid
phase hybridisation29 or with quantitative
reverse transcription PCR,30 as well as with one
previous study by us on a small group of
patients with early RA.19
The design of this study does not allow any
firm conclusions to be drawn about the isolated
influence of disease duration on the recorded
quantitative aspects of synovial cytokine synthesis. The reason for this is that all the 15
patients with early RA had active continuing
arthritis and were selectively biopsied by
arthroscopy at sites expressing maximum macroscopic inflammation, whereas the 20 patients
with late RA all had end stage disease and the
biopsy specimens obtained at orthopaedic surgery did not necessarily express signs of maximum inflammation. Data deduced from table
3, based on arthroscopically obtained samples
from five patients with active arthritis during
late RA and compared with a corresponding
group of 15 patients with early RA (table 2),
may suggest a reduced cytokine expression as a
consequence of disease duration. However, the
small number of patients with late RA enrolled
in this cohort and the fact that these patients
received a more potent pharmacological treatment than the group with early arthritis (table
1) hampers any straightforward conclusions
about a causal relation between disease duration and quantitative cytokine formation. Nevertheless, an obvious diversity in the qualitative
cytokine patterns, despite comparable synovial
immunohistology within each of these three
studied groups of patients, remains a common
denominator. This was an unexpected finding,
particularly in the group of 15 patients with
early RA (table 2), bearing in mind that their
biopsy specimens had been sampled from areas
with uniform signs of maximum macroscopic
inflammation. A better understanding of the
observed variation of cytokine expression
among patients with RA may, possibly, provide
a tool to predict individual responsiveness to
diVerent modes of treatment.
The quantitative dominance of cells producing IL1 compared with cells making TNFá or
IL6 in many, but not all, studied RA synovial
biopsy specimens, was the second major
finding of this study (tables 2–4). Although it is
a well established fact that IL1 and TNFá are
considered master cytokines in the pathogenetic process of RA synovitis, we were surprised by the abundant expression of IL1á and
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several per cent of the nucleated cells in many
specimens. A low number of IL1â producing
cells was also found in the synovial membrane
of 2/8 control patients. The control cohort
included patients surgically treated for hallux
valgus displacement of non-rheumatoid origin.
The control patients (Nos HV-41 and HV-48)
with positive synovial IL1â staining had both
developed a mechanically induced moderate
synovitis in their treated metatarsophalangeal
joints, in contrast with the other six studied
control patients. IL1á, mainly expressed in
vascular endothelial cells of large blood vessels,
could be identified in the synovitis of 13/19
patients with RA and in one control patient.
The vascularisation of the rheumatoid synovial
tissue obtained at end stage disease was less
pronounced than in biopsy specimens selected
from active synovitis in early RA. This
diVerence in the organisation of the synovial
tissue in early compared with advanced stages
is a likely explanation for the identified reduced
IL1á expression during late disease.

Proinflammatory cytokines in rheumatoid arthritis

part explains why successful IL1RA treatment
demands both frequent and high dosage.
Our studies showed an unexpected paucity
of TNFá formation in the RA synovial
membrane (tables 2–4) compared with several
previous studies using an immunohistochemical technique,13 38 though they confirmed results of two recent studies using mRNA detection methods30 38 as well as our previous pilot
study.19 Data from the second part of this study
based on surgically obtained synovial samples
at end stage RA and evaluated by conventional
microscopy can be readily compared with previously published results by other groups owing
to comparable study designs. We only recorded
cells expressing TNFá in 10/20 studied
patients with RA and the frequency of these
cells was low, well below 1% of the total cell
population (table 4). These results thus diverge
from some previous studies reporting TNFá
immunoreactivity in 30–60% of all synovial
cells.10 15 38 These studies were all performed on
acetone fixed tissue sections, which led to
detection of both cytokine producing and
cytokine binding cells, as already discussed.
However, more recent studies reflecting TNFá
production at an mRNA level in RA synovitis
based on PCR or RT-PCR methods showed a
continuing synthesis at the time of biopsy in
about half of the patients.30 39 In the same studies IL1â mRNA transcripts were detected in
the great majority of the same patients. These
results are firmly comparable with the results
we have recorded at a protein level using our
modified immunohistochemical technique.
As we considered the issue of relative
expression of TNFá and IL1â in the RA joint
to be a question of considerable interest, not
least with regard to the mechanisms of action
of current cytokine blockade treatments, we
performed additional methodological controls
in our TNFá detection procedure. This was
achieved by comparing the specificity and sensitivity of the immunohistochemical procedure
for TNFá protein detection with in situ
hybridisation for TNFá mRNA on smeared
human LPS stimulated peripheral blood cells
and in parallel on consecutive sections from
synovial tissue biopsy specimens. A striking
similarity was noted in both cases in the numbers of cells expressing TNFá at protein and
mRNA levels. The numbers of TNFá positive
cells in the LPS stimulated cultures correlated
well with earlier published data on expected
frequencies of TNFá producing cells after LPS
stimulation of blood mononuclear cell
cultures.40
TNFá production could only be identified in
approximately two out of three patients with
early RA in this study, though the biopsy specimens were selectively sampled from synovial
areas with macroscopic signs of uniform,
maximum inflammation (table 2). This part of
the study was evaluated by computerised image
analysis measuring the combined area occupied
by TNFá producing cells and encompassing
secreted TNFá bound to the matrix. These data
cannot unfortunately be quantitatively directly
compared with results obtained by conventional
microscopy. However, this approach allowed a
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IL1â compared with that of TNFá. This
increase was seen both in the number of
patients with RA identified as expressing each
cytokine (IL1á 31/39 patients, IL1â 32/39, and
TNFá 21/40 patients), and even more in the
strongly enhanced frequency of cells producing
IL1 within a given synovial biopsy specimen.
The production of IL1á will be grossly
underestimated by any assay relying on assessments of its extracellular presence as IL1á is a
poorly secreted protein.31 The literature on
IL1á synthesis in RA synovitis is thus confusing, and reliable reports are preferably based
on intracellular detection.7 15 32 In agreement
with studies based on immunohistochemistry
by Deleuran and coworkers,14 we observed
IL1á to be extensively expressed in vascular
endothelial cells in both small and large vessels
(fig 1B). This localisation might possibly
enable IL1á to signal and functionally aVect
immunocompetent cells passing from blood
vessels into the rheumatoid synovitis. However,
a strong IL1á expression in blood vessels does
not represent an RA-specific finding as we have
found the same vascular staining pattern for
IL1á in other chronic inflammatory
disorders.33 In addition to the dominant localisation of IL1á in vascular endothelial cells in
RA synovitis, we also noted an IL1á expression
in a minor fraction of synovial cells with
macrophage morphology in certain specimens
(fig 1B). These findings diVer from previous
studies which reported much higher frequencies of synovial cells simultaneously expressing
IL1á.15 30 These discrepancies might be explained by the fact that all previous immunohistochemical studies have been conducted
using acetone fixed material, which will not
enable discrimination between cytokine binding and cytokine producing cells.
IL1â, together with IL1á, was the quantitatively dominating identified cytokine detected
in cells with macrophage and fibroblast morphology, but never in vascular endothelial cells.
It was a consistently observed phenomenon
that the extracellular immunoreactivity of IL1â
was much more intense and extended around
IL1â producing macrophages than around
IL1â positive fibroblasts. Whether these findings reflect a decreased capacity for IL1â
release in the fibroblasts compared with the
macrophages needs to be addressed in separate
studies. IL1â was strongly expressed at the
cartilage-pannus junction in many specimens
as well as in villous synovitis occurring at a
great distance from the intra-articular cartilage. These findings of a strongly increased
IL1â formation, in general, in the rheumatoid
synovitis are in good agreement with most,34–36
but not all,13 previous immunohistochemical
studies. It has recently been shown that
functional IL1 blockade by subcutaneously
administered IL1 receptor antagonist (IL1RA)
oVers a new eYcient mode of treating RA,
including a retardation of the rate of development of joint erosions.37 Large doses given daily
are needed to obtain these successful results.
We believe that the extensive production of
IL1á and IL1â in the rheumatoid synovitis,
identified in this and several other studies, in
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more accurate comparison of cytokine synthesis
in diVerent compartments of a given joint than
would have been possible with conventional
microscopy. An arthroscopically guided biopsy
technique enabled sampling of specimens with
similar features of intense inflammation from
pannus tissue and from villous synovitis occurring at a distance from the intra-articular
cartilage in the same joint. Staining of tissue
sections from such paired samples showed that
TNFá producing cells were clustered in the
pannus tissue compared with villous synovitis in
patients with early RA (table 2). No such
consistent diVerences between pannus and villi
could be identified for IL1 or IL6 production. A
strong expression of TNFá, IL6, and IL1á, but
not of IL1â, in the pannus region has previously
been reported.13
Multiple clinical trials using TNFá blockade
have achieved excellent results in many but not
all patients with RA studied, confirming that
TNFá is a cytokine of major importance in RA.
It has previously been shown that TNFá is a
key regulator of subsequent production of
other
proinflammatory
cytokines
and
mediators.41 42 The new finding of this study is
that the number of these regulatory cells
producing TNFá is considerably lower than
reported earlier. The fact that control of RA
can be achieved by providing TNFá blockade
systematically with prolonged intervals would
be easier to explain if the true frequency of
TNFá producing cells was as low as reported
here, rather than comprising a major part of the
total synovial cells at any given moment.
Furthermore, we could not identify production
of TNFá in all the patients with RA studied,
suggesting that although TNFá is a major
regulator in many patients with RA, there may
be exceptions to this rule. The current results
of the heterogeneity of TNFá expression in
various patients with RA may thus be of
relevance for the variability, including lack of
response, to TNF blockade as a treatment in
RA.
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